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Sepsis, at a glance

● A life-threatening complication to infections 

● A leading cause of hospital morbidity and mortality
● One of the most serious forms of healthcare 

associated infections

● Survival is dependent on initiating appropriate 
antimicrobial treatment as early as possible

● Mortality from septic shock increases by 7.6% for 
every hour that antimicrobial treatment is delayed 
after the onset
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Goal

● Early prediction of sepsis in the non-ICU 
(intensive care units) setting from electronic 
health records (EHRs)

● Performance analysis of long short-term memory 
based recurrent neural network (RNN-LSTM)

● Investigating temporality and sequence length

● Investigating missingness 
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Deep neural network
● First learns to detect low-level 

patterns

● With more data, it might learn 
to combine these patterns into 
more complex ones

● With even more data, it might 
learn to map these higher-level 
patterns into classes / 
decisions themselves

● It takes an  input, returns an 
classification output, and in 
between it learns to represent 
features through hidden layers 
of representations. 4
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Deep neural network
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Deep neural network
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Recurrent neural network (RNN)
● After seeing each input, outputs a 

label and also updates its knowledge 

of the world

● Maintains internal memories about 

the world (weights assigned to 

different pieces of information) to 

help perform    its classifications.
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Long short-term memory network 
(LSTM)

● Adding a forgetting mechanism

v When new inputs come in, it needs to know which beliefs to keep or throw away

● Adding a saving mechanism

v When new a input comes in, the model first forgets any long-term information it 

decides it no longer needs

v Then it learns which parts of the new input are worth using, and saves them into its 

long-term memory
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Long short-term memory network (LSTM)

● Focusing long-term memory into working memory. 

v The model needs to learn which parts of its long-term memory are immediately useful. 

v Instead of using the full long-term memory all the time, it learns which parts to focus on 

instead.

● An RNN can overwrite its memory at each time step in a fairly uncontrolled fashion

● An LSTM transforms its memory in a very precise way
– By using specific learning mechanisms for which pieces of information to remember, 

which to update, and which to pay attention to

● This helps it keep track of information over longer periods of time.
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Long short-term 
memory network 
(LSTM)
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HEALTH BANK - Swedish Health Record Research 
Bank

● Unique research resource containing a large sets of electronic patient records

● Used in a number of research projects carried out by the Clinical Text Mining 

Group, Department of Computer and Systems Sciences, Stockholm University

● Contains data from over 512 clinical units from Karolinska University Hospital 

(2006‒2014) over two million patients.

● Structured information contains, a serial number (de-identified) for each patient, 

age, gender, ICD-10 diagnosis codes, drugs, ab and blood values, admission and 

dicharge time, and date

● Unstructured data contains text written under different headings
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HEALTH BANK - Swedish Health Record Research 
Bank

We would like to express our
sincere gratitude to

Karolinska University Hospital
for their contribution with

data in HEALTH BANK
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Data

● Patients > 18 years admitted to the hospital between 
July 2010 and June 2013

● Followed until first sepsis onset, discharge or death
● Excluded if admitted to an obstetric ward and 

censored during ICU-care

● Encompasses 124,054 patients and 198,638 care 
episodes

● Sepsis in the cohort is 8.9%
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Care episode
● Constitutes the period between admission and discharge (or 

death) for a particular patient

● If a patient was admitted via the emergency unit, this arrival 

time marks the beginning of the episode

● If the time in between the next admission and the previous 

discharge for the same patient is within 24 hours, the two are 

considered to be part of the same care episode

● Care episodes may involve stays in several different wards and 

vary greatly in length, with a median length of around three 

days
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Input data selection
● Defining collection of microbial cultures and tests from all types of body fluids

● Newly administrated antimicrobial treatment is collected based on ATC-codes J01 and J04 

● Demographic and physiological for the following 19 parameters: age, body temperature, heart rate, respiratory 

rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, oxygen saturation, supplementary oxygen flow, mental status, leucocyte 

count, neutrophil count, platelet count, C-reactive protein, lactate, creatinine, albumin, and bilirubin

● The output of the following scoring tools were used: NEWS2, qSOFA and SOFA. The model was only allowed to 

access data that would be readily available in the EHR - or could be computed from it - at the time of prediction.

● Most of the variables are numeric generally extremely sparse, with a missing rate of more than 90% in some cases
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Care episode representation
● Transforming the care episodes into sequences based on a given bin width 

and experiment with a total of six different window sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 

hours

● Timestamps associated with clinical events allow to assign values to a given 

bin

● A variable in a time window can either be missing or have multiple values 

associated with it

● When multiple values are present in a time window, the "worst" value is 

chosen
– defined as the most pathological value for a particular variable and is 

determined apriori by clinical experts
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Handling missing values

● When data is assumed to be missing not at random

– Imputation is not carried out

– Missing values are simply assigned an integer value 
which is not present in the data

– The idea is that the model may learn to treat 
missingness as a distinct feature
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Handling missing values
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• When data is assumed to be missing at random

• When a value exists for a given feature in the care episode, it is carried forward 
to subsequent windows until another present value is encountered, which is 
then in turn carried forward and so on

• When there is no value for a given feature in a care episode, it is imputed 
globally

• For categorical features, the most frequent value is chosen, while mean 
imputation is carried out for numeric features

• For SOFA, qSOFA, and NEWS2, missing values are not mean-imputed; instead, 
the score is assumed to be 0 - if missing - at the start of an episode and then 
carried forward as described above



Care episode representation
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Experiments
● Experiment 1: different time window sizes

● Experiment 2: handling missing values
● Experiment 3: performance at different time points

● Experiment 4: evaluation of earliness
● Experiment 5: performance with different sequence 

lengths

● Experiment 6: community onset vs. hospital onset 
sepsis

● Experiment 7: predicting severe sepsis
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Results: predicting severe sepsis 
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Predictive performance for sepsis cases that led to in-hospital mortality. 

TP= Number of true positives

% IHM = Percentage of sepsis-related in-hospital mortality

Earliness = Average prior prediction time to sepsis onset (in hours)



Discussion
● An extensive empirical evaluation is carried out in which six different time window sizes (1, 2, 

3, 4, 6 and 8 hours) - affecting missingness and sequence length - are investigated in terms of 

how this representation impacts on predictive performance and earliness

● The proposed LSTM model, using a 4-hour time window and assuming data is not missing 

random, clearly outperforms rule-based scoring systems commonly used in healthcare today

● By analyzing the effectiveness of the time window, we can partially infer the diagnosis 

mechanism implicitly in the model

● It can also be used to investigate the effectiveness of the treatment or the temporal aspect of 

the physiological markers to identify sepsis earlier
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Future works
● Predicting sepsis should be divided into multiple stages to 

emulate the actual condition of sepsis
● We will try to incorporate more data including free-text clinical 

notes
● We will investigate modifications to the neural architecture to 

make it more task-specific
● We will use additional natural language processing techniques 

to provide additional important features to our model

● We also plan to investigate the interpretability of the models
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Image source
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Results: different time window sizes
and handling missing values
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Results: performance at different time 
points
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Results: evaluation of early prediction time
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Results: performance with different sequence 
lengths
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Results: community onset (CO) vs. 
hospital onset (HO) sepsis
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